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The Wigner-Kirkwood h-expansion of theWigner transform of the Bloch density can be
resummed in the case of non local potentials if we keep only up to second order
derivatives of the Wigner transform of the non-local potential with respect to the phase
space variables. We also investigate a second approximation to the Bloch density where
care has been taken with respect to a consistent h expansion. For a one dimensional
example we calculate the smooth part of the density and the corresponding energy
demonstrating that both approximations to the Bloch-density yield well defined average
densities and energies.

1. Introduction
Semi classical h-expansion based on the WignerKirkwood method yield the Strutinsky values for the
average binding energies but the corresponding density is not well defined close to the classical turning
point. This difficulty with the classical turning point
has recently been overcome [-4, 5] by partial resummation of the h-expansion leading to densities
with very satisfactory surface behaviour through the
entire region of interest.
Realistic Hartree-Fock theory also requires the treatment of non local single particle potentials. It is the
purpose of this paper to generalize the technique of
partial resummation of the h-expansion to non local
potentials. As in the case of local potentials we achieve a
resummation of the Wigner Kirkwood series [-5] for
non local potentials involving all first and second
order derivatives of the potential with respect to the
phase space variables. In addition we also give in this
paper a form of the propagator which yields well
defined densities in the region of the classical turning
point but remains a consistent h-expansion of func-

tions simply related to the Bloch density. A numerical example is given which demonstrates that our
methods work very well also in the non-local case.
2. Partial Resummation of h-Expansion
As in the case of local potentials [5] we start with the
Bloch density matrix
Cr~r , =

<rlexp(-/~H)lr')

(1)

where /3=it/h and H a single particle Hamiltonian.
The single particle density matrix is then given by an
inverse Laplace transformation [6]:

where /z is the chemical potential. Deriving (1) with
respect to /~ and Wigner transforming the resulting
equation yields [7, 8] (for simplicity we restrict ourselves here to the one dimensional case but every-
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(3)

an equation for a linear harmonic oscillator, the
Bloch density of which is known analytically [9].
The approximation depends parametrically on
(Ro,Po) and will be best for (R,p) values close to
(Ro,Po). We therefore take the limit (R,p)~(Ro,Po )
and since (Ro,P0) were arbitrary we obtain:

(4)

C~R,p= Cosh- I ( ~ - ) exp { - fi H(R, p) + X (R, p)

thing can be generalized to three dimensions):

{~fi+H(R,p) cos}A}C~,e=O
with
~_ V--~

~-T

0R @

0p ~R

where the arrows indicate whether the derivatives
shall act to the right or left. The definition of the
Wigner transform of an operator A is given by

-~-

co = (21)o2)1/2 =D1/2
-

.

H(R, p)=~P~-+ V(R, p)

(6)

z/t/

where V(R,p) is the Wigner transform of the non
local potential V(x, x').
In order to achieve the partial resummation of all
first and second order derivatives of the potential
with respect to the phase space variables R and p
figuring in the Wigner-Kirkwood expansion of C [13, 11] we apply the following procedure: we develop
the Hamilton function H(R,p) about an arbitrary
point (Ro, Po) in phase space to second order:

H(R, p) ~-H ~+ H~ (R - Ro) + H~ - Po)
+ 89176
2 + 2H~
Ro)
+ n~
2]

(7)

where lower indices mean derivation and the zero
indicates that the function is to be taken at (Ro,Po).
Equation (7) represents the Hamilton function of a
harmonic oscillator which can be cast into normal
form by a linear transformation (R, p) ~ (41, 42):

with
-

(11)

X = / ~ 1 ~2 _~_3~2 ~2

(12)

(5)

For the Hamiltonian operator we therefore obtain
2

/~O=HO

Tgh(hcofl/2) ] ~
h~o
JJ

with

(xlAlx')w-A(R,p)
= S dsexp
--o9

?_

XL2

This is the form of the Bloch density where we locally
harmonized a nonlocal potential in phase space.
The Wigner Kirkwood expansion for the propagator
(1) is a simultaneous expansion in powers of h and ft.
We can therefore recover this expansion apart from
third and higher derivatives in expanding (11) in
powers of ft. This shows that our procedure for the
determination of (11) is correct.
One may object against the form (11) of the propagator that it is not consistent in powers of h, that
is, the Wigner-Kirkwood series corresponding to (11)
is correct up to h 2 but in the term h 4, for example, the
third and fourth derivatives of the potential are missing. It is however known [10] that in the term h 4
important cancellations between the different terms
are taking place and that individual terms may be
big.
We may here therefore try a different but in itself still
consistent h expansion. From (11) we remark that the
propagator can be decomposed (this holds true in
general for any Bloch density):

C~R,p = A(fi) exp E- F(fl)]

(13)

where A is even and F odd in ft. We now can make a
systematic Taylor expansion in powers of h for A and
F independently.
This is very easily achieved using (11) and we obtain
to order h2:

2@(noDoR +HpDp)
o o

o~ Ho H tDo=
uoe/D ~ hHo H o
o
e = IRe
Ho
Hoe HOel R n o Heel
/jo (9)
1 o -}- Hpp)
o -I- 21 [(HRR
o _/top2+4(H.p2
21, 2 = 2(HRR

]

(10)

Since the form (4) of the operator ~ is invariant
under a linear transformation,(3) together with (8) is

x exp

[-- fl H(R, p) + fi3

h2fo 2

\-I

_ X(R, p) ) ]

(14)

Since the Bloch denisty is apparently a very fast
converging series in h [10, 11], it may well be that
also A and F independently are rapidly converging
functions in powers of h. There are indeed indications
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where the index zero means that the quantity is taken
at the stationary point (~S/Ofi) o - S o = 0 and approximation (17) is obtained in expanding S around the
stationary point S=So+89
3
+ . . . and in expanding exp (S) in powers of S, S....
which yields the correction terms. The first order
correction is explicitly given in (17) but to obtain a
convergent it is usually necessary to include also the
second order correction 1-12].
For non local potentials (11, 14) are in general complicated functions of p and the p-integrals of the
inverse Wigner (Fourier) transform for the calculation of p(x, x') have to be done numerically. For the
example considered below it turns out however that a
two dimensional generalization of the saddle point
method (17) does equally well, which of course makes
the task much easier. The search for the two dimensional saddle point is further facilitated by the fact
that for time even spin independent potentials the saddle
in p is always at p = 0.
As an example we consider the following form of a
non local Hamiltonian

[12] that such a modified h-expansion (14) yields
better results than forms of the propagator which
have not a consistent h-expansion built in in some way.

3. Numerical Example
For a definite example we want to calculate the local
density
1

1 +co

c+ico

c'~

P(R)=2rch 2ire L dpr

(15)

and the groundstate energy, corresponding to the
sum of the occupied levels
§

E=# ~ dRp(R)
-co

1

1

2~zh 2i7~

*co

+co

-co

-

~ dR L

~+~
C~
dp ~ c o d f i ~ e x p ( # f i ) .

(16)

c

As was discussed in a preceeding publication [-5] we
have to average out spurious oscillations in this
density taking the inverse Laplace transform as indicated in (2) and (15). In [5] this was done in
performing a local Strutinsky smoothing of the propagator. In a forthcoming publication E12] it will be
shown that the smoothing can be very efficiently
achieved in performing the Laplace inversion with
the saddle point method [4]:

G(#) =

L +r

h2 (~2
1
2 2\
H(x, x') = - 2m ax 2 F~mw x / a/( x - x '

/b \1/2
+ Vo [~) e x p [ - a ( x + x ' ) Z - b ( x - x ' ) 2]

)
(18)

As the width b-1/2 of the non locality goes to zero
the non local potential goes over into a local one
which we will treat at the same time in order to study
the influence of the non locality. For convenience we
choose the constants a and b in such a way that the
Wigner transform of the non local part is of the form

dfl I(fi) exp (# fi)

c -too

1

V(R, p) ~ exp [ - hH~

c+ioo

-2i~Z c !co dfi exp[ S(fi)]
-(~2exp(S~ [1 + ~ 1

?(f,.,:3),

(So S o - ~ S ' 2 ) + ...]

(19)

where hH~ corresponds to the harmonic oscillator
figuring in (18). In this case (19) is trivially diagonalized since the off diagonal matrix elements are zero.

(17)

Eoex=41.42MeV
EoSC=41.F9MeV (11)

EoeX=52-02 MeV
ESoC=51.72 MeV (11)
EoSC.51.74 MeV (14)

EoSC=41.90MeV (14)
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Fig. 1. Exact (solid lines) and semi classical
densities (dashed lines) for the non local
potential (left) and the corresponding local
potential (right). The densities
corresponding to Eqs. (11) and (14) are
indistinguishable on the figure; the
corresponding energy values have been
marked with the number of the formula
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The local limit (b--,oe) is however diagonalized
numerically. For our example we choose the following parameter Values:
V 0 = - 1 0 MeV;

c~= 30 MeV;

h c o = 5 MeV

for a number of particles A = 12.
We calculated with the methods outlined above (two
dimensional saddle point) the average densities and
energies for the nonlocal and local cases and the
results are displayed in Fig. 1. We notice that the
results are in our example practically the same using
(11) or (14) for the propagator. We remark that the
influence of the non locality in our example changes
the values for the groundstate energy and the density
by about 20% which is a realistic effect compared
with physical situations. More precisely we see for
the density that the non locality lowers the density in
the interior and pushes it out to higher R-values, an
effect which is reproduced by our semi classical method. As a matter of fact our density follows the exact
one very nicely on the average and passes for instance
smoothly through the classical turning point; that
would not have been the case if we had used the pure
Wigner-Kirkwood expansion. Also the semi classical
groundstate energies agree within an error of per
thousands with the exact ones which is typical for the
Strutinsky method or semi classical values [13]. In a
forthcoming publication we will investigate the more
realistic non localities of the Skyrme type.

4. Conclusion
In this work we investigated the generalization of the
partial h-resummation technique [4,5] to non local
potentials. It thereby turned out that a locally harmonic approximation of the non local potential in
phase space yields, together with the saddle point
method for the Laplace inversions involved, very
sensible results for average quantities such as total
energy, spatial density etc. Besides the locally harmonic approximation we here also proposed a form
of the propagator with an inherent consistent hexpansion. This was achieved in dividing the propagator in a certain way into a/?-even and a/~-odd
part and expanding these parts independently into
powers of h. The two approximations for the Bloch

density give practically the same results for our
numerical example. It then becomes clear that the
technique of partial h-resummation can be successfully applied to cases where non local potentials are
involved such as the exchange part of the HartreeFock potential. This will of course be important for
the semi classical approximation to a fully self consistent calculation. Investigations in this direction are
under way.
We appreciated useful information and interest in this work by D.
Sprung.
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